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The role of integrated marketing communications in the marketing of automobiles 

such as the Mazda Protégé and MAZDA6 is very important. Car manufacturers such 

as MAZDA realize that effective communication messages go much deeper than 

traditional marketing strategies. The view has been expanded to incorporate online 

and alternative methods of communication. Manufacturers that use IMC effectively 

will have a much higher rate of success than other car companies that don’t. IMC 

maximizes all marketing communications that impact the minds of consumers. IMC 

helps create a brand image, brand reputation, and brand uniqueness amongst 

competitors 

In the mid 90’s MAZDA seemed to struggle with a lack of brand identity and an 

image that was all over the place. However, this soon changed when Doner agency 

came in and established marketing objectives that would allow consumers to be more 

aware of the Protégé. They were able to market their car to a perfect target market. 

The protégé was repositioned as a cool, fun to drive car for younger generations. 

MAZDA understood that information technology has a major impact on buying 

behavior in today’s world. Growth of the Internet has sparked new ways for 

consumers to be more educated and connected with a certain product, brand, and 

image. MAZDA decided to emphasize a lot of its ads on the Internet through banner 



ads on well-known web sites such as yahoo and MTV. This was the turning point 

with Mazda’s, because they were able to utilize important media channels effectively 

and efficiently to make consumers aware of the car. 

Mazda6 used many different elements of the promotional mix. MAZDA wanted 

to make sure that the MAZDA6 efforts where extremely high due to the competition 

in the market. Everything from commercials to print ads was aimed toward a more 

“grown-up” audience. They wanted the campaign to feature a more confident and less 

playful feel than that used with the Protégé. Ads were more focused on the attributes 

of the car such as styling, performance and handling. They wanted to advertise all the 

benefits that the car offers to help separate from other competition.  

MAZDA did a good job using IMC in their campaign efforts with the Protégé and 

Mazda6. They took advantage of effectively using communication channels which 

consumers are heavily associated with including web sites and commercial ads. 

MAZDA was able to have a strong impact on consumers by the way they changed the 

attitude and image marketed to the appropriate target audience. IMC plans are vital to 

achieving success. MAZDA did an excellent job building their brand and giving it a 

distinct advantage over other competition in the market. Marketing automobiles is 

important because if the customer has a good experience with a car company then 

they will be more likely to buy again. It’s important to engage consumers in long-

term relationships. Mazda was able to do this by their tools in the IMC process, which 

helped create brand awareness and loyalty with its customers. Having a strong IMC 

program will help businesses remain profitable and stable.  

 



The “Get In. Be moved” tagline was a stepping- stone for the Protégé. Before, there 

was no specific target market and there was not an effective message to consumers to get 

them to buy the car. The phrase was a building block to the success because it allowed 

MAZDA to market the Protégé more efficiently to a younger target market. MAZDA’s 

tagline was important because it applied to a younger generation, but most importantly 

made a promise to consumers that if you get in with Mazda you’ll be moved by what they 

have to offer. Even though they had success with “Get In. Be Moved” the company 

wanted something more. They wanted more of an emotional promise. “Zoom-Zoom” was 

more of a sum up of everything that the company stands up for. It is more enthusiastic 

and has a lot more meaning to what MAZDA is all about. The MAZDA is a sporty car 

and is beneficial to have a tagline that can reach out to not only women, but men as well. 

“Zoom-Zoom” is more of a fit for the company in the highly competitive U.S. automotive 

market.  

I do agree with the decision to use a more mature less playful approach for the 

MAZDA6. This model is more of a family sedan and is targeted to a mid- 30’s age car 

enthusiast. The more mature approach gives off more confidents to consumers. The 

“Zoom-Zoom” slogan gives the Mazda an advantage over other family sedans because it 

comes off more sporty advantage than the Toyota Camry, Nissan Altima and Honda 

Accord. 

 

My #1 recommendation for MAZDA would be to make sure they establish brand 

loyalty with customers. Brand loyalty is the gem of all gems. It is important to ensure 

growth and trust in the minds of customers to get them coming back for more. This 



means that MAZDA needs to frequently reach out to consumers their brand image and 

identity and really focus on the one thing they do really well that is better than everyone 

else amongst competition. It is crucial that the consumer remembers what the company is 

all about. I would also recommend to keep being interactive on Web sites, blogs and 

social media outlets including twitter and Facebook. This would help with less spending 

habits and allow for a more profitable outcome rather than spending a ton of money on 30 

second television ads. 


